TODAY’S TOPICS

— It’s the end of Week 2 and welcome to the weekend! Rest assured we are still working to resolve some outstanding issues and concerns. Be sure to reach out to your department’s academic continuity or research continuity liaisons -- or send email to resilience-team@cs.cmu.edu -- if you have suggestions or concerns.

TAKE A BREAK

— Parents working at home: take some time to give yourself a break and maybe a pat on the back!
— Are you a fan of haiku? Enjoy building haiku with people from around the world.
— Is it time to learn a new language?
— Here are 100 things to do while living and working mostly indoors.
— Here are some places to visit (virtually) in Pittsburgh this weekend:
  The Frick Pittsburgh
  Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens
  Heinz History Center
  Carnegie Museums

Find more to do on our Resources for Children page - there are great recommendations for all ages!

REMEMBER TO GET SOME EXERCISE

— Tartan Athletics has a YouTube channel with some good at-home workout videos.

SHARE YOUR STORY

— Do you have a story to share about teaching, learning or working from your off-campus location? Are you overcoming new challenges that didn’t exist for you before spring break...or discovering some good news about yourself, your classmates or colleagues while all of us find ourselves operating in a new paradigm? Help everyone feel more connected by sharing your stories, share-your-story@cs.cmu.edu

REMEMBER YOUR RESOURCES
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